May We Have Your Attention, Please?

Lady Gaga wants to get your attention tonight—and she wants to get it by singing from the roof of NRG Stadium. Yes, the retractable roof—of a massive football stadium.

Gaga’s attorneys and set engineers are working through the technical and security issues to make her outrageous plan work.

One idea is to cut a hole in the ceiling of the arena. In another crazy scheme, organizers are thinking of airlifting the shocking performer onto the roof of NRG Stadium.

With whirling helicopters or suspension cables, tonight’s Super Bowl performance will be one designed to get America talking.

Discussion Questions

- Talk about Lady Gaga’s plan to capture our country’s attention. In what other ways do performers try to get people talking?

- Can you think of a Bible story where God uses a miracle to get the world’s attention?

- Throughout Jesus’ ministry, He was known for healing people. This certainly got people’s attention! Is this why Jesus healed them? Why else?

- Jesus’ most famous miracle was His resurrection from the dead. For us as humans, why is defeating death the most impressive miracle of all? Why is this the most significant miracle for our bodies and souls?